
Our 
  Brand Story



Our 
    Philosophy
With our unique leather products, we awaken all the senses of  
people worldwide, turning heads with each creation. Every one of 
our master craftsmen at our workshop in Klingnau, Switzerland  
answers to that call. 
Our roots are our long-standing and deep-seated leather expertise 
which allow for stable growth of the stem – our workshop. Driven  
by continual product innovation and in pursuit of the best, the 
crown blossoms in ever-changing forms — our collection.

https://www.desede.ch/de


Innovation

Design

Tradition

CraftsmanshipQuality

Swiss-Made
Our 
 Values

https://www.desede.ch/de


Made in 
   Switzerland
All of the elements along the value chain – such as  
leather storage, leather cutting, most of our sewing  
workshop, pre-assembly, our gluing shop, upholstery  
workshop, final assembly and logistics – are housed  
in our manufacture in Klingnau, Switzerland.

https://www.desede.ch/de


Our 
   Manufacture
We have dedicated ourselves entirely to manufacture – to work performed by 
hand. With the refinement and perfection of craftsmanship we have cultivated 
since the company’s founding, we can be certain that each item of furniture  
we produce meets our extremely strict and high quality standards.

Our specialists ensure that all the leather we process is of the best  
quality. Our leather-cutting operation is staffed by specialized  
experts with a trained eye that identifies any irregularities in  
the leather, planning production to ensure that they are not  
visible in the finished item of furniture. Our sophisticated  
upholstering technology with modern materials also  
requires a high degree of knowledge and experience;  
this, too, flows into every piece of furniture de Sede  
makes. Our upholsterers are masters of their craft.  
Rounding off our production are exact seams,  
some handcrafted, lending our furniture the  
status of unique items.  

https://www.desede.ch/de


1962
Ernst Lüthy establishes his  
small but exquisite saddlery,  
Stern Polster Klingnau AG, and  
introduces the first de Sede  
model DS-L London to the market

2007
de Sede AG, with the de Sede 
brand and FSM, is acquired  
by Capvis Equity Partners AG  
and integrated into the de Sede 
Group AG established for the 
purpose

1988
Hans-Peter Fässler 
becomes Managing 
Director of de Sede AG

2014
Monika Walser takes 
over management of  
de Sede AG 

2000
Takeover of FSM Frank 
Sitzmöbel GmbH, 
Backnang (Germany)

1965
The family business of master 
saddler Ernst Lüthy becomes  
the manufacture de Sede AG

2015
In December, Oel-Pool AG, as 
principal shareholder, and  
Monika Walser, as partial share-
holder, take over de Sede AG 
with the FSM brand. The principal 
shareholder of Oel-Pool AG is 
Daniel Sieber.

1993
Management buyout by  
Hans-Peter Fässler and  
Bernhard Schüler

1964
de Sede participates for the first 
time in the International Furniture 
Fair (IMM) in Cologne (Germany)

Our 
    History

https://www.desede.ch/de


10'000 items of furniture per year

9 handbag models since 2017

102 current models in the range (2018) 11'000 square meters of production area

70'000 square meters of leather processed per year

562 models developed since the company's inception

We deliver to 69 countries around the globe

Today, de Sede presents itself as a leading manufacturer of exclusive upholstered furniture and leather accessories.

There are more than 100 employees working for de Sede AG worldwide

Our 
   Manufacture Today

https://www.desede.ch/de


We supply the following countries

de Sede Outlet

de Sede Showroom
de Sede Showroom

de Sede Shop-in-Shop

de Sede Outlet

Klingnau

New Delhi
Los Angeles

Harrods, London

Suhr

Our 
    Distribution

https://www.desede.ch/de


  Our 
     Master Craftsmen

https://www.desede.ch/de


Standard seam

Crossed lacing with stitching

Seam insert

Blind seam

Crossed leather lacing with lace

Handstitched seams

Double ornamental stitching

Crossed leather lacing with leather stripes

Simple french seam

Double french seam

Wide piping

Piping (without cord)

Single stitching

Thick piping

Piping

Piping Rhombo

  Our 
    Craftsmanship

https://www.desede.ch/de


In the beginning there was

     Leather
Our heart beats for leather

‧	We use semi-aniline leather of the highest quality 
‧	Only bull hides are processed
‧	No bull must die for our raw material of leather; we process  
 only cowhides that arise as by-products of meat production
‧	All of the leather we use comes from Italy, southern Germany,  
 Scandinavia, Austria and Switzerland
‧	Each hide is subject to strict monitoring: the hides are  
 inspected for lightfastness, friction resistance, grain pattern,  
 surface finish, feel, thickness, impregnation, smell and cutting

DOWNLOAD LEATHER FIBULA ▶

https://www.desede.ch/de
https://www.desede.ch/de/file/1939/download?token=ncYh5bVG


Our
   Leather Types

The leather qualities of de Sede are robust, rich in character, sensual and beautiful.
They are distinguished chiefly by their thickness, their grain pattern and finish.  

Referred to as ‘mammoth’ leather, 
DS-NECK is up to 5 mm thick and 
appeals with its preserved natural-
ness and incomparably striking and 
rustic allure.

DS-CLUB is full-grain and unique 
in the pattern of pores, grain and 
surface texture. The leather is  
distinguished by its durability and 
high lasting value.  

A leather can hardly be more aut-
hentic than this. DS-NATURALE is 
characteristically soft and supple, 
with a silky feel. With the years, 
DS-NATURALE takes on a beautiful, 
unique patina.  

Leather can hardly be more original 
and exquisite than this. Natural  
DS-TOUCH leather presents an un-
adulterated texture and silky sheen. 

DS-NECK DS-CLUB DS-CLUBDS-NATURALE DS-TOUCH

https://www.desede.ch/de


DS-SELECT was carefully proces-
sed to retain the naturalness of 
this leather, with its characteristic 
crease, grain and pore patterns. 
Once it is tanned, the leather is 
dyed through and provided with a 
finish for improved protection.  

For all its elegant charm,  
DS-LIVING is also extremely  
durable. Its easy-care finish makes  
DS-LIVING nearly impervious to 
moisture, stains and the effects  
of light exposure. 

With DS-COLORAL, customers can 
choose from more than 2,000 NCS/
RAL colors, to meet nearly any color 
request.    

There is practically no leather 
stronger than this. DS-ARTISANO 
is a saddle leather that is perfectly 
suited for compact seat or backrest 
elements, or smooth surfaces such 
as bodies and side panels. 

DS-CLUBDS-SELECT DS-LIVING DS-COLORAL DS-ARTISANO

https://www.desede.ch/de


Our
  Fabric Collection

The leather expertise we have honed over the years has been extended to include 
exquisite fabrics. Since we have the same high standards of quality for the textiles 
we use, we only work with acclaimed manufacturers.
We use only tested outdoor fabrics in our semi-outdoor collection.

https://www.desede.ch/de


1965
First pure aniline  
leather collection

1971
Introduction of the 
elaborate hand-
sewn tufting with 
armchair model 
DS-51

2002
DS-7 became the first 
model in the world to 
feature the patented de 
Sede ‘folding/extending 
backrest mechanism’

2016
Launch of the DS-21 
sofa, inspired by the 
Bauhaus style 

1980
With its design and 
seating comfort, the 
DS-57 evokes a sports 
car of the 1930s

1974
Presentation of  
the extraordinary, 
terrace-structured  
DS-1025

1969
Introduction of the  
patchwork processing  
with model DS-80 2003

DS-164, with patented 
backrests capable of 
rotating 360°

1986
Stroke of genius: the  
multifunctional model DS-140  

1976
Revolutionary launch of NECK 
leather: first processing of  
bull’s leather up to 5 mm thick  
on model DS-47

2017
Introduction of the  
functional model DS-490  
made with thin platforms  
that can be rotated  
independently of one  
another by 90°

2018
Launch of the
first de Sede

Semi-Outdoor Collection
1972
Launch of the DS-600, 
the world-famous  
endless sofa

1967
Introduction of the 
strap seam with 
model DS-31

Our 
    Milestones

https://www.desede.ch/de


Our Living World

https://www.desede.ch/de


Our New Products
        2018

DS-1000

DS-600 DS-515

A SUSPENDED DAYBED

AN EXTENSION  
OF OUR ICON

DE SEDE IS REWRITING  
THE HISTORY OF SITTING

A PERFECT COUNTERPLAY

DS-343

https://www.desede.ch/de


Our
      Trade Fair Appearances in 2018

VIDEO IMM COLOGNE 2018 ▶
VIDEO SALONE DEL MOBILE 2018 ▶

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YSCrdA-54ts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AgmJjfiYgYU
https://www.desede.ch/de


Our latest Extention:
    de Sede Bags

The new de Sede bag models are made with  
the same love for detail, partly handcrafted, using 
the same leather as for our upholstered furniture 
and can carry the unique craftsmanship of our  
manufacture into the world. 

Produced exclusively in our Swiss manufacture, the 
total of 9 models offer everything a style-conscious 
person could want on the stage of life.  

https://www.desede.ch/de


Our
      References



Headhomes  
  Brighton Townhouses Project

https://www.desede.ch/de


Swiss  
    Swisslounges Terminal E

https://www.desede.ch/de


Alexander Wang  
                Showroom Peking

https://www.desede.ch/de


Moore Showroom  
                   NYC Apartment

https://www.desede.ch/de


Offices  
         Abu Dhabi

https://www.desede.ch/de


Investment Council  
                                     Abu Dhabi

https://www.desede.ch/de


Hotel V  
        Amsterdam

https://www.desede.ch/de


The Dolder  
        Grand Hotel Zurich

https://www.desede.ch/de


Swiss Design Lounge 
        Museum für Gestaltung Zurich

https://www.desede.ch/de


Handmade Banister made of Leather 
              Private Residence, Aargau

VIDEO WILLI GLÄSER ▶

https://www.desede.ch/de
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k6cIwmcQYkA


Keep
    Up to Date

https://www.facebook.com/deSedeAG/
https://www.instagram.com/de_sede_switzerland/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCECIzPF6n8HNxJZzQ0m-uoQ

